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1 Introdution

Two ommon observations of the international real business yle literature

with regard to international prie dynamis are 1) a negative orrelation be-

tween the terms of trade

1

and output (Bakus et al., 1994) and 2) a rise

in relative onsumption in a ountry where goods beome relatively more

expensive (Bakus and Smith, 1993). Columns 2 and 3 of Table 3 in the

Appendix report these orrelations for the twelve largest eonomies in the

Organisation for Eonomi Co-operation and Development (OECD) between

1971 and 1998.

2

Standard models of international RBCs predit the exat

opposite of these observations. In partiular, the failure to repliate the or-

relation between relative onsumption and the real exhange rate is typially

referred to as the Bakus-Smith puzzle. The �rst goal of this paper is to pro-

vide an explanation for the failure of standard models to aount for these

fats.

Interestingly, a loser look at more reent data would suggest that a

fundamental hange has ourred to the dynamis of international pries.

Columns 4-7 of Table 3 show the same orrelations for the period 1999-2009

and their hange. Surprisingly, the orrelation between output and the terms

of trade is now strongly positive for most ountries. The Bakus-Smith puzzle

1

We adhere to standards of the international RBC literature and de�ne terms of trade

as the prie of imports divided by the prie of exports.

2

Terms of trade are omputed as the ratio of the prie de�ator for imports and the prie

de�ator for exports, while prie de�ators are alulated as the ratio of imports (exports)

in urrent pries and their orresponding value in real terms. See the appendix for details

on the data.
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is weaker for all but one of the twelve OECD eonomies in our sample. This

poses a great hallenge for any theory of international prie dynamis. Not

only should this theory explain the old puzzles, but it should also be able

to provide a rationale for the dramati hange of these orrelations in reent

years. The seond objetive of this paper is to provide a possible explanation

for the reversal or weakening of the aforementioned puzzles.

We present a simple yet powerful mehanism apable of generating inter-

national prie orrelations that are onsistent with these fats. Our meha-

nism onsists of giving �rms a seond dimension of prodution, namely qual-

ity. In standard models, prie-taking �rms hoose to expand prodution in

response to lower prodution osts as a result of a positive tehnology shok

(�rms like to �make hay when the sun shines�). This is the only possible

response for �rms, so naturally an inrease in the domesti supply of goods

puts downward pressure on pries. In the model proposed, produers have

the option to spend their produtivity gains di�erently by improving the

quality of their produts. This a�ets goods pries through two hannels:

1) a demand-side hannel, whereby higher-quality goods are more valued

by onsumers, and 2) a supply-side hannel, sine produing higher quality

goods is generally ostlier.

3

Both e�ets push pries of domesti goods up

instead of down.

3

This result is onsistent with Verhoogen (2008): when higher �rm spei� quality

level requires higher �rm spei� marginal osts, �rms whih implement ostly tehnologies

enter in order to produe high quality goods in periods of relatively high aggregate demand.

Therefore, quality adjustments are proylial.
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Quantity and quality hanges push pries in opposite diretions whereas,

when �rms ould only redue pries after tehnology improvements, we only

had downward pressure on pries. It then remains a quantitative question

whether the e�et of quality improvements is strong enough to o�set or even

dominate the response in quantities. To test this, we alibrate the model to

math a number of features of the US eonomy over the 1971-1998 period.

We argue that the signs and magnitudes of international prie orrelations

generated by this model ruially depend on how prie levels are measured.

We �nd that international prie �utuations are muh loser to the ones we

observe in the data for 1971-1998 if we assume that statistial agenies ignore

hanges in quality in their prie level alulations. On the other hand, ad-

justing prie levels for shifts in good quality a�ets the time series properties

of the model in a way that is onsistent with more reent data.

This hange in the way prie levels are determined by statistial agenies

is in line with their methodologial history. Quality adjustments to prie

indies in the US and elsewhere have improved over the years. One big push

in this diretion ame partly in response to the 1996 Boskin ommission

report

4

. This report lead to an expanded use of hedoni methods and more

frequent updating of the goods in the onsumer's basket used to alulate the

CPI (Johnson et al., 2006). Quality adjustments have also been inreasingly

important in prie adjustments performed by the U.S. Bureau of Eonomi

Analysis (BEA) in the national aounts (Wasshausen and Moulton, 2006).

4

http://www.ssa.gov/history/reports/boskinrpt.html#list
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They are quite signi�ant in ategories of goods that are of great importane

to trade, suh as vehiles, onsumer eletronis, or apparel.

5

The �ndings in

Table 3 suggest the possibility that reently introdued quality adjustments

to prie indies have redued the disrepanies between theory and data. We

interpret this as evidene of the importane of the mehanism presented in

this paper.

6

Following the seminal works of Bakus, Kehoe, and Kydland (1992, 1994),

many studies have tried to explain the puzzle of strongly pro-ylial terms

of trade as well as the Bakus-Smith puzzle, though so far the results seem

unonvining. As we mentioned before, the orrelation reversal observed in

the data is a fat that has not yet been addressed by the literature: none of

the papers we refer to in the following paragraphs seeks to explain this issue.

The solutions proposed generally fall within one of the following two lines

of researh: First, a number of papers address the issue by introduing new

shoks that mitigate or even reverse the e�ets of produtivity shoks on the

terms of trade. This avenue was pioneered by Stokman and Tesar (1995),

who add exogenous taste shoks to a standard model with non-traded goods.

This innovation solves many of the problems of the theory, but at the expense

5

For a short and omprehensive introdution with examples to hedoni prie onstru-

tion and its relevany in CPI, searh for �Hedoni Quality Adjustment in the CPI� in

Bureau of Labor Statistis (BLS) web-page.

6

BLS kindly answered to our questions that they have not omputed hedoni pries in

retrospet to homogenize the series. It would be, indeed, extremely di�ult to go bak to

every period and ompute the progression of quality, feature by feature of every good in

the basket of onsumption. Moreover, at the time, this basket was not updated as often

as it has been reommended after Boskin ommission report.
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of a deterioration in the orrelation between the trade balane and output and

the introdution of hardly identi�able strutural disturbanes. The e�ets

of quality hanges are similar to the e�ets of taste shoks. The advantage

of the mehanism we propose is that it retains most of the parsimony of

the original model beause it refrains from introduing new exogenous dis-

turbanes into the standard theory, as quality is determined endogenously.

Bakus and Cruini (2000) extend the basi international RBC model to in-

lude oil as a prodution input and, a third oil produing ountry with ex-

ogenous shoks to its supply of oil. Their baseline model has problems in

mathing the volatility of trade and terms of trade yet it does a reasonably

good job at mathing the diretion (but not the magnitude) of the orre-

lations between output, the trade ratio, and the terms of trade. They also

explore a variation of their model with no tehnologial shoks, whih does a

better job at mathing moments of international trade variables, but enoun-

ters di�ulties in other regards. Ra�o (2010) introdues investment-spei�

tehnologial (IST) shoks and variable apaity utilization to a standard

model with Greenwood-Herowitz-Hu�man (GHH) preferenes.

7

He shows

that generating large shifts in domesti absorption relative to output is ru-

ial to understand the dynamis of international quantities and pries. He

7

IST shoks a�et the level of investment that e�etively goes into apital aumula-

tion. GHH preferenes, introdued by Greenwood et al. (1988), have the property that

the marginal rate of substitution between onsumption and leisure is independent of the

onsumption level within the period. In Ra�o (2008), GHH preferenes address the ex-

essive smoothness of onsumption that is ommon in international RBC models. See the

appendix (Setion4) for details.
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suggests that IST shoks provide a plausible soure of variation to this e�et.

IST shoks resemble taste shoks in that they do not hange aggregate pro-

dution possibilities, but with the advantage that there are plausible ways

of identifying these shoks in the data. This model has many good proper-

ties and does a good job of apturing the observed moments of international

trade variables. However, Mandelman et al. (2011) raise some serious on-

erns about the robustness of these results.

A seond group of studies explores the e�ets of restriting the �ow of

apital to ountries that reeive a positive shok. The idea is that this

would mitigate the expansion of prodution and the drop in domesti pries.

Baxter and Cruini (1995) replae the omplete markets struture of the

standard model by a bond eonomy. They �nd that the inomplete mar-

kets model is not too di�erent from the omplete markets version unless

there is high persistene of shoks and very little spillovers. In light of this

and for simpliity, the model presented in this paper features a single asset

that an be traded internationally. Heathote and Perri (2002) take this idea

further and ompare both the omplete markets model and the inomplete

markets model to an eonomy in whih ountries are �nanially autarki.

They �nd that the model with �nanial autarky behaves very di�erently and

does a better job at repliating the volatility of the terms of trade as well

as ross ountry orrelations. However, ounter to the data, the �nanial

autarky model predits pro-ylial net exports. Corsetti et al. (2008) take

the model with non-traded goods of Stokman and Tesar (1995) and add
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an inomplete �nanial market struture and distribution osts. They �nd

that when the trade elastiity is low, inomplete markets reonile theory

and data to a large degree and the Bakus-Smith puzzle largely goes away,

but the strong, positive orrelation between output and the terms of trade

remains.

Finally, one study that does not fall in either group was arried out by

Ghironi and Melitz (2005), who endogenize the 'non-tradedness' of goods by

introduing Melitz' heterogeneous �rms struture to the prodution of inter-

mediate goods. Their model provides an endogenous, miro-founded expla-

nation for a Harrod-Balassa-Samuelson e�et: More produtive eonomies

exhibit higher average pries relative to their trading partners. Terms of

trade in this setting an be unorrelated or even negatively orrelated with

output, but the Bakus-Smith puzzle remains. The struture of prodution

introdued in setion 2 is losest to this work: there is monopolisti om-

petition in the market for intermediate goods and �rm tehnology is linear

in labor. However, intermediate good �rms in our model are homogeneous

and they have to make two deisions eah period, one for prie and one for

quality. The following setion outlines these di�erenes in detail.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Setion 2 presents the basi

model of a dynami, general equilibrium eonomy with quality seletion in

prodution. Setion 3 explains how statistial agenies in our model measure

business yle statistis with and without quality adjustments, and then

evaluates the quantitative preditions of the model. Setion 4 onludes.
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2 An Eonomy with Quality Prodution

The eonomy onsists of two ountries, Home and Foreign, reeiving di�erent

streams of tehnologial shoks. Whenever neessary, we use an asterisk to

di�erentiate Foreign ountry variables from Home ountry variables. Popu-

lation is normalized to a mass one of households that live and work in their

own ountry.We assume the prie of the �nal good to be the numeraire.

2.1 Households

Preferenes of the representative agent in eah ountry are haraterized by

a utility funtion of the form U(c, 1 − n), where c and n are onsumption

and the share of hours worked over the endowment of time, respetively.

The funtion is onave in both arguments. Individuals an save in form of

apital k, or bonds b; apital is immobile aross ountries, while bonds allow

international borrowing and lending so that trade need not be balaned every

period. Let x denote irreversible investment in apital goods. Let wt, Rt,

and rt respetively denote wages, the rental prie of apital at time t, and the

prie of bonds at time t that pay one unit of the �nal good the next period.

Following Heathote and Perri (2002), we assume there is a small quadrati

ost to holding bonds to make the model stationary. Households solve

maxE0

∞
∑

t=0

βtU(ct, 1− nt) (2.1)
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subjet, every period, to

ct + xt + rtbt +
φb

2
b2t−1 ≤ wtnt +Rtkt−1 + bt−1

kt = (1− δ)kt−1 + ψ(xt/kt-1)kt−1.

Following Bakus and Cruini (2000), physial apital formation is subjet

to adjustment osts aptured by ψ, a funtion suh that ψ > 0, ψ′ > 0, and

ψ′′ < 0. In partiular, we use ψ(x/k) = (x/k)η, where η ∈ (0, 1).

2.2 Final good �rm

The �nal goods setor is ompetitive. Final goods tehnology uses both

domesti and imported inputs, both of whih are available in a large number

of varieties. Final output depends on the quantity as well as the quality of

eah of the intermediate goods used in prodution and it is sold domestially.

The �nal good �rm takes pries and qualities of intermediates as given and

hooses the amount of eah input that it needs for prodution. Therefore,

the prodution funtion is

Yt =



α
It
∑

i=1

(qi,tdi,t)
ν + (1− α)

I∗t
∑

i=1

(qi∗,tmi,t)
ν





1
ν

where It stands for the number of domesti and I∗t for the number of foreign

�rms/varieties, di,t is the total quantity produed domestially and onsumed

domestially, mi∗,t is the total quantity produed abroad and onsumed do-
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mestially, while qi and qi∗ apture quality at home and abroad, respetively.

More broadly, q may be interpreted as a harateristi of the good that makes

it more or less desirable. Produers an invest in inreasing �desirability� of

their goods by raising the quality of their produts as well as by spending on

advertising that a�ets how onsumers pereive the bene�ts they derive from

onsumption of this good. ν ∈ (0, 1) determines the elastiity of substitution

between varieties, and α ∈ (0.5, 1) aptures home bias in onsumption. The

problem of the �nal good �rm is:

max
xi,t,mi,t







Yt −





It
∑

i=1

pi,tdi,t +

I∗t
∑

i=1

p̃i∗,tmi,t











,

where p̃i∗,t are foreign export pries. This determines the demand for eah

variety as

di,t = Yt

(

α
qνi,t
pi,t

)
1

1−ν

, (2.2)

mi,t = Yt

(

(1− α)
qνi∗,t
p̃i∗,t

) 1
1−ν

. (2.3)

The demand of eah prodution input inreases with domesti absorption,

Yt, dereases with the prie and inreases with the quality of the input. In

a model without quality if a �nal good produer takes aggregate �nal good

prodution as given, the demand of intermediates depends exlusively on

11



pries: if pries go up, demand must automatially go down. In this model

however, the demand of a good also depends on its quality. If quality goes

up enough, demand for an intermediate good may inrease even after an

inrease in its prie.

2.3 Intermediate good �rms

Intermediate good �rms operate in a monopolistially ompetitive environ-

ment, so in terms of market struture this model is losest to Ghironi and Melitz

(2005) with three important di�erenes: First, to keep things simple, �rms

in this setting are homogeneous (they all have the same level of produtivity

and reeive the same produtivity shok). Seond, �rms hoose not only a

prie for their produts but also an assoiated quality. More broadly, q may

be interpreted as a harateristi of the good other than prie that makes it

more or less desirable. Hene, produers may invest in inreasing �desirabil-

ity� of their goods by raising the pereived quality of their produts or, for

instane, by improving the quality of the materials. So that, produers an

atually deide the level of quality every period, limbing up and down the

quality ladder.

8

And third, we expliitly introdue apital by requiring that

�rms rent F units of apital every period to operate.

The only (variable) input of prodution in this setor is labor. Workers

8

Have in mind, for example, Skoda, whih o�ered a basi model of their Fabia without

air-onditioning or eletri windows during the last risis, although they have the teh-

nology to introdue these extras. Introduing them would not require R+D but it would

raise the ost of prodution.
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in eah �rm an be assigned to either prodution tasks or quality generating

tasks. Demand for labor devoted to manufaturing of good i is labeled li,y,

while demand for labor devoted to generating a ertain level of good quality

is labeled li,q. Quality is purely determined by the amount of labor put into

quality augmenting ativities, qi = li,q.
9

The prodution tehnology is given

by

yit =
zt li,yt
qρit

= zt li,yt l
−ρ
i,qt, ρ ∈ (0, 1),

where zt is a produtivity draw ommon to every �rm at time t. The on-

stant ρ aptures how q a�ets prodution osts: holding z onstant, if ρ > 0

then higher quality goods require more prodution workers per unit of out-

put. Taking fator pries as given, intermediate �rms maximize pro�ts every

period t:

maxπi,t = max
li,yt,li,qt,pit,p̃it

{ditpit +m∗

itp̃it − li,ytwt − li,qwt − F Rt} ,

subjet to the optimal demand equations (2.2), (2.3), and the ondition that

9

By onstrution, labor input in the two ativities (prodution and inrease of quality)

are positively orrelated. Labor inputs are pro-ylial in the model. Regarding labor

markets, this result is sustained by Shimer (2012): job reation is highly pro-ylial. The

pro-yliality of quality improvements is in line with Broda and Weinstein (2010). They

�nd that net reation is strongly pro-ylial, with more produts being introdued in

expansions and in produt ategories that are booming.
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prodution must be able to meet demand

dit +m∗

it ≤ zt li,ytl
−ρ
i,qt.

One an easily show that for a maximum it is su�ient to have ν < 1/(2 −

ρ). There are no barriers of entry for new �rms in this setor so that the

equilibrium number of �rms is given by the zero pro�t ondition. From the

maximization problem, optimal quality and pries are given by

q̄t =

[

(1− ρ) z
ν

1−ν

t Wt

(

ν

wt

)
1

1−ν

]
1−ν

1−(2−ρ)ν

, (2.4)

p̄t = ¯̃pt =
1

ν

q̄ρt
zt
wt, (2.5)

where

Wt =
(

α
1

1−ν Yt + (1− α∗)
1

1−ν Y ∗

t

)

.

Note that pries are dependent on quality. There is a �xed mark-up over

the unit ost of 1/ν. Note also that the ondition ν < 1/(2 − ρ) ensures that

the outer exponential in the expression for quality is positive. So that, we

an expet to observe that quality inreases with positive tehnology shoks.

Finally, the solution to this problem implies a onstant relationship between

14



ly and lq. This is very onvenient in alibrating the model:

lq = (1− ρ)ly. (2.6)

2.4 Equilibrium

Let st = (zt, z
∗

t ) denote the state of the eonomy at time t. This eonomy is

said to be in equilibrium if every period, given a state of the eonomy, there is

a sequene of international interest rates rt and, for eah ountry, sequenes

of: wages wt, rental pries Rt, number of �rms It, apital stoks kt, household

deisions {ct, nt, xt,bt}, �nal good �rm deisions {dt, mt}, intermediate good

�rm deisions {pt, p̃t, qt, ly,t, lq,t} suh that: given wages, pries, the interest

rate, the number of �rms, the urrent stok of apital and savings, and

a transition rule st+1 = g(st), the household's deision variables solve the

household's problem 2.1; given qualities, intermediate good pries, and the

number of intermediate good �rms, the �nal �rm's deisions are 2.2 and 2.3

that solve intermediate good �rms problem; given the state of the eonomy

and wages, qualities and pries are given by 2.4, 2.5; good markets lear, i.e.

ct + xt = Yt and dt +m∗

t = (zy,t/q
ρ
t )ly,t; labor markets lear, i.e. nt =It(ly,t +

lq,t); apital markets lear, i.e. kt−1 = ItF ; �nanial markets lear, i.e.

bt = −b∗t ; �rms make zero pro�ts, i.e. Πt = πi,t = 0 ∀i; and no-Ponzi-

sheme onditions hold.
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3 Numerial Analysis

3.1 Measurement and adjustment for quality

Before proeeding to alibrate the model to the data, think about the vari-

ables in the model and their observability to agenies that ompute the statis-

tis we use in the alibration. Assume that statistial agenies do not adjust

for quality so that steady-state pries are taken to be the base year pries.

10

In this senario, real Gross Domesti Produt (GDP) is measured as

GDPt = It pss (dt +m∗

t ),

while observed domesti absorption (i.e., the total demand of all �nal goods

and servies used in the ountry, originated either from domesti prodution

(GDP) or imported from abroad) is given by

Ŷt = GDPt − (It pssm
∗

t − I∗t p
∗

ssmt).

Yt is alloated to onsumption and investment. We assume the share of Ŷt

that is onsumed is exatly the same as the share of Yt that is onsumed,

10

This implies that a produt is de�ned at the beginning of the series, with its initial

prie as a referene, and it is onsidered to be exatly the same produt over the whole

period.
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hene observed onsumption is:

ĉt ≡
ct

ct + xt
Ŷt =

Ŷt
Yt
ct.

Similarly, observed investment is x̂t ≡
Ŷt

Yt
xt. Terms of trade are de�ned as the

ratio of import prie de�ators to export prie de�ators. Sine in equilibrium

all goods from the same ountry have the same prie, the terms of trade an

be de�ned simply as

tott ≡
I∗t p

∗

tmt/I
∗

t p
∗

ssmt

It ptm∗

t/It pssm
∗

t

=
p∗t
pt

pss
p∗ss

.

Calulating the onsumption real exhange rate requires the onstrution of

a onsumption prie index for eah ountry. Let Mt be the period t share of

imported goods in onsumption. Then,

Pt ≡ (1−Mt)
pt
pss

+Mt

p∗t
p∗ss

.

Finally, we de�ne the real exhange rate as the ratio of these prie indexes:

rert ≡
P ∗

t

Pt

.

Now suppose that the statistial ageny observes quality and it an adjust

pries to re�et hanges in this dimension of eah good. We assume that the

17



statistial ageny makes the following orretion:

p̌t =

(

qt
qss

)ρ

pss. (3.1)

This is the ideal orretion given the expression for optimal pries ((2.5)). It

guarantees that in the steady state both adjusted and non-adjusted variables

are the same. The ageny then replaes pss by p̌t in all the expressions above.

3.2 Calibration

We use the standard utility funtion U(c, 1 − n) = [cµ(1 − n)1−µ]θ/θ. Our

eonomy is alibrated to math features of the US eonomy over the 1971-

1998 period as follows: we set the value of the disount fator β to 0.99

to math an annualized interest rate of about 4%, the apital depreiation

rate δ is set to 0.025 to math an annualized depreiation rate of 10%. Fol-

lowing the literature the oe�ient of risk aversion θ is set to -1. Following

Mandelman et al. (2011) we assume a ost of holding bonds (φb) equal to one

basis point. We set α to obtain an import share of 15% and µ to obtain a

share of hours worked equal to 0.34. The apital adjustment ost parameter

η is set so that the standard deviation of investment is about three times

that of output. The value of the trade elastiity ν is set to 0.67, so that

investment is lose to 23% of GDP. The reason why this parameter strongly

a�ets the level of investment is that under monopolisti ompetition with

free entry, a low degree of substitutability between intermediate goods im-
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plies a high mark-up over marginal osts, whih reates inentives for many

�rms to enter the market. Sine apital is a �xed ost that is independent

of the �rm, the level of investment will ruially depend on the number of

�rms that enter the market eah period. The value used is in line with the

one in Ghironi and Melitz (2005), who justify their hoie based on �rm level

evidene doumented by Bernard et al. (2003). The parameter F is set so

that the orrelation between output and investment is lose to 0.94.

The parameters alibrated so far are pretty ommon to most of the pa-

pers in the literature, and their values do not signi�antly di�er from those

in other studies either. This is not the ase of ρ, whih aptures how hanges

in quality a�et the osts of prodution. Equation (2.6) shows that this pa-

rameter determines the �xed relationship between the number of workers in

prodution tasks and the number of workers in quality tasks. To alibrate

this parameter we �rst determine a plausible range. BLS data for 2009 re-

veals that between 2.3 and 6.5% of the workfore in US may be lassi�ed as

quality tasks employees, depending on the onservativeness of the measure.

11

These results suggest a ρ between 0.93 and 0.98 for 2009. We take ρ = 0.96

as the baseline value and perform a sensitivity analysis for other values in

the identi�ed range. The main impliations of the model are not a�eted by

moving ρ within these limits: lower values of ρ imply that quality enhane-

ments are heaper, therefore the �rm responds by making quality even more

11

Our model onsiders two types of workers: those devoted to quality and those devoted

to prodution tasks. Therefore, to obtain ρ from the data, we also onsider two general

groups: quality workers and the rest. See the Appendix for details.
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strongly pro-ylial. If, on the other hand, one takes ρ arbitrarily lose to

its maximum possible value of 1, this is still not enough to a�et the sign of

the orrelations of interest.

Produtivity proess

The shok proess has the usual form,

st = Ast−1 + ǫt,

where ǫt is a vetor of normally distributed shoks, independent from past

values. The ross-ountry orrelation of shoks is set to math the ross-

ountry orrelation of outputs, while the variane of shoks is set so that

the standard deviation of output is 0.017. Finally, the values in the tran-

sition matrix of tehnology shoks (A) are set to oinide with empirial

estimations available in the literature. The ross-ountry spillovers are set

to 0.088, as in Bakus et al. (1994). The persistene of the shok is 0.85.

Panrazi and Vukoti (2013) provide evidene that shows how total fator

produtivity shoks have inreased their persistene over the last deades,

from around 0.6 to 0.85.12

Compared to the values estimated in the literature (see, for instane

Heathote and Perri (2002)), the model requires a produtivity proess that

12

They use a set of statistial tools: omputing split sample statistis, rolling window

estimates, reursive estimates, and �tting a time-varying parameters stohasti volatility

model. Their most reent sub-sample, 1983-2010, overs the greater part of our sample.

This is the reason we hoose 0.85 instead of a value loser to 0.60.
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Table 1: Benhmark parameter values.

Household

parameters Value Target desription Target

θ −1 From the literature -

β 0.99 rss 1% (4% ann.)

µ 0.37 nss 0.34
δ 0.025 xss/kss 2.5%
η 0.96 sd(x̂)/sd(GDP ) 2.9
φb 0.01 Bond holding osts 1%

Firm parameters

ν 0.67 x̂ss/GDPss 23%
α 0.64 m̂ss/GDPss 15%
ρ 0.96 lq/ly 4%
F 0.2 corr(GDP, x̂) 0.94

Shok proess

Vǫ 10−5

[

17 29
29 17

]

sd(GDP )
corr(GDP,GDP ∗)

0.017
0.58

A

[

0.85 0.088
0.088 0.85

]

From the literature

From the literature

-

-

Calibrated to 1971-1998 US data.

has about 50% higher variane, and a ross-ountry orrelation that is also

about 50% above their value. It should be noted, however, that if instead

of the alibrated proess one uses the spei�ations from this literature, the

main results from the paper are not a�eted. The omplete parameterization

of the model is given in Table 1.
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3.3 Simulation

Simulation results are presented in Table 2. These are averages over 50 sim-

ulations of 200 periods after disarding the �rst 100 periods. Let us �rst

evaluate the �t of the model with no adjustments for quality to the data for

the 1971-1998 period. The model su�ers from a ommon ailment of inter-

national RBC models: onsumption and net exports are exessively smooth.

Terms of trade in our model also su�er from exessive smoothness, partly as a

result of exessive risk sharing, whih may be a ause of onern. Ra�o (2008)

suggests that exessive smoothness an be alleviated by introduing Green-

wood�Herowitz�Hu�man (GHH) preferenes, a possibility that we explore

in the appendix. The model mathes domesti orrelations remarkably well:

output, onsumption, and investment are strongly positively orrelated with

eah other, while net exports are ounter-ylial. The ross-ountry orre-

lation of investment is too strong in the model ompared to the data. The

model is apable of generating ounter-ylial terms of trade that are very

similar in magnitude to what we observe in the data. The Bakus-Smith

puzzle vanishes: both the sign and magnitude of the orrelation between

relative onsumption and the real exhange rate are in line with the data,

although the magnitude is a bit too large. Therefore, the model does appear

to suessfully address both of the �old� puzzles.

The olumn labeled adjusted ontains the results from an adjustment

to prie level alulations for hanges in quality in the way desribed in

equation (3.1). What hanges predited by the model will result from this
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shift in the way we measure pries? Consider �rst the two orrelations that

are the main objetive of this paper. The orrelation between the terms of

trade and GDP inreases from −0.27 to +0.42. This is a remarkable hange,

almost as remarkable as the +0.89 inrease observed in the data. The or-

relation between relative onsumption and the real exhange rate inreases

by even more, from −0.89 to +0.97. The diretion of the hange is in line

with the data, but the magnitude of the hange is muh too strong. We

believe that the disrepanies in the magnitudes of these hanges might be

explained by a omposition e�et. Adjustments for quality are not performed

for all ategories of goods in the atual Consumer Prie Index (CPI). Some

of the ategories of goods that are a�eted by these adjustments are vehiles,

omputers, other onsumer eletronis, apparel, and applianes. These ate-

gories of goods represent a large fration of international trade, but are not

as important to the onsumption basket of the average onsumer. Therefore

quality adjustments to these ategories will a�et import and export de�ators

muh more than they a�et the CPI. As a onsequene, we should expet

to see a stronger e�et to the terms of trade than to the real exhange rate.

However, the model does not take into aount this omposition e�et.

There are disrepanies in some other aspets of the hanges in the data

and in the model. The model suggests we should observe an inrease in the

volatility of maroeonomi aggregates, a reversal in the orrelation between

net exports and output, and an international de-oupling in the form of
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Table 2: Simulation results.

Data

b

Model

Standard deviations

a

71-98 99-09 Non-adjusted Adjusted

Output 1.00 0.94 1.00 1.41
Hours 1.22 1.30 0.42 0.43
Consumption 0.84 0.67 0.54 0.86
Investment 2.81 2.72 3.11 3.51
Net exports 0.34 0.39 0.04 0.08
Terms of trade 1.78 1.17 0.19 0.33

Corr. with domesti output

Hours 0.86 0.93 0.95 0.99
Consumption 0.93 0.96 0.93 0.99
Investment 0.94 0.95 0.97 0.98
Net exports −0.41 −0.68 −0.30 0.35
Terms of trade −0.26 0.54 −0.39 0.49

Cross-ountry orrelations

Output 0.58 0.85 0.56 0.48
Hours 0.42 0.45 0.31 0.32
Consumption 0.36 0.87 0.16 0.26
Investment 0.30 0.78 0.77 0.76
Rel. onsumption-RER −0.71 −0.06 −0.88 0.97
a

Relative to the standard deviation of output for the period 1971-1998.

b

Soure: OECD and FRED.
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weaker ross-ountry orrelations. In fat, the opposite has been observed.

We understand these phenomena may easily be aused by fators that are

external to our model. If this is the ase, we an exogenously introdue a

�Great Moderation� in the form of lower volatility of the exogenous shoks

and, an inrease in globalization in the form of higher interdependene of

exogenous shoks, as well as, a redution of the home bias parameter, when

we ompare the model with reent data. If, by doing so, we alibrate to

math the volatility and ross-ountry orrelation of output and the share of

imports in GDP for the 1999-2009 period, the sign turns in the orrelations of

interest are robust to the hanges observed in the data, and their magnitudes

are not greatly a�eted. However, we prefer to show the results from a

homogeneous alibration for both adjusted and non-adjusted versions of the

model to identify what and how muh of the hanges may be explained by

quality adjustments onsiderations.

13

To appreiate the mehanism driving our results, we plot impulse response

funtions in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. As the ountry reeives a positive tehnology

shok, quality goes up. This leads to an inrease in the prie of goods and

a deline of quality-adjusted pries. Hene, terms of trade (in the right

13

Sine some prodution has shifted toward heaper plaes suh as China, we were on-

erned about apturing the hanges in world prodution alloation through the variations

in GDP-TOT orrelations. If this would have been the ase, we would expet a relative

inrease in import pries and a relative deline in export pries due to hanges in ompo-

sition. To disregard this explanation, we heked the orrelation between real GNP and

TOT for the two periods and the results are onsistent with those of GDP orrelations.

For US we �nd −0.22 for 1971-1998 and +0.64 for 1999-2009. The orrelation between

GNP and TOT hanges in the same diretion and almost the same magnitude of that of

GDP-TOT.
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Figure 3.1: Impulse responses of output and terms of trade.

panel) move in opposite diretions depending on whether we apply quality

adjustments or not. Output (in the left panel) inreases in both ases, though

its response is stronger when pries are adjusted for quality. Taken together,

this illustrates the negative orrelation between output and net exports that

is observed in the data before the 1990s, and the reversal of this orrelation

one quality adjustments are introdued to prie level alulations.

The top left panel in �gure 3.2 shows the e�ets of the shok on the

aggregate prie level. Sine domesti good pries inrease relative to for-

eign good pries and onsumers are biased towards domesti goods, the prie

level inreases as well. Of ourse, the opposite happens when pries are ad-

justed for hanges in quality. Therefore, the real exhange rate (bottom-left

panel) delines in the �rst ase, but it inreases in the seond. Consump-

tion (top-right panel) inreases in both ases, though the response is slightly

larger when quality adjustments take plae. Similarly, relative onsumption
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Figure 3.2: Impulse responses of relative onsumption and the real exhange

rate.

(bottom-right panel) inreases in both ases. Taken together, this illustrates

the negative orrelation between relative onsumption and the real exhange

rate that is observed in the data before the 1990s, and the reversal of this

orrelation after the introdution of quality adjustments.

4 Conlusions

Over the ourse of a few years, many of the goods we onsume have experi-

ened dramati hanges in quality. Most of these have been innovations that

ourred slowly but steadily. To the best of our knowledge, this is a fat
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that has been largely ignored by the international real business yle litera-

ture. From our point of view, it is an important reason for the disrepanies

that exist between theoretial model preditions and atual data estimates.

Interestingly, these disrepanies have dwindled in reent years.

How an we arrive at a theory that explains both the reasons for these

puzzles as well as their gradual banishment? We have argued that, in order

to ahieve both of these objetives, one needs two elements: First, a modi�a-

tion of the standard model of international RBCs that takes hanges in good

quality into aount; and Seond, a hange in prie measurement tehniques

that re�ets improvements in quality adjustment praties of statistial agen-

ies. The results presented in this study show that taking hanges in quality

into aount has the potential to explain some of the puzzles related to the

o-movement of international pries and quantities. The model introdues a

mehanism apable of endogenously arriving at this result, without the need

of introduing new shoks, thus preserving most of the simpliity of the orig-

inal model and avoiding many of the pitfalls typially brought about by the

introdution of exogenous disturbanes. Furthermore, it shows that taking

into aount reent hanges in the methodology of prie level alulations

has the potential to explain the diminishing importane of the puzzles.

It ould be argued that pries in previous models ould simply be un-

derstood as being �quality adjusted,� and therefore prie drops following

produtivity gains already re�eted hanges in good quality. The advantage

of the framework in this paper is that by expliitly modeling both priing
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and quality deisions it is possible to answer the question of whether quality

improvements are quantitatively important enough to explain the aforemen-

tioned puzzles. Furthermore, our framework aknowledges that prie drops

and quality enhanements are not neessarily two sides of the same oin. In

many ases, the deision to improve quality omes at the expense of higher

prodution osts, suh as hiring better engineers or using better materials.

Pro�t maximizing �rms often fae this trade-o�, and a purely symmetrial

model in whih prie drops and quality improvements are interhangeable

ompletely ignores it.

While the idea that investments in quality are important to business yle

properties is highly intuitive, it would be desirable to �nd additional support

in the data for this mehanism. Paradoxially, it is preisely the lak of good

data on quality that reates the biases in prie indies that give relevane

to this idea in the �rst plae. This di�ulty is probably easier to overome

in ertain industries than in others. Finding industry-level data to test the

ylial properties of quality suggested in this paper would be an important

omplement to the model and an avenue for researh to be pursued in the

future.

This model also has interesting impliations for the estimation of shoks.

Given that hanges in quality resemble demand shoks, an eonometriian

ould potentially mistake hanges in quality driven by tehnologial shoks

with demand shoks that are independent of tehnology shoks. A loser

evaluation of this possibility is another interesting potential extension of this
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model.
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Appendix

About the Data

Data in Tables 2 and 3 are taken from the OECD's Quarterly National A-

ounts database. We obtain series for the ountries listed in Table 3 in urrent

pries (CPCARSA) as well as volume estimates (VPVOBARSA) in US dol-

lars at PPP adjusted pries, and use the OECD's referene year. The series

are total private onsumption, investment in gross �xed apital formation,

exports of goods and servies, and imports of goods and servies. We de�ne

GDP to math the de�nition of the model, that is the sum of onsumption,

investment, and the trade balane. Net exports are de�ned as exports mi-

nus imports as a share of GDP. Prie de�ators are alulated as the ratio

of imports (exports) in urrent pries and their orresponding value in real
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terms. Terms of trade are de�ned as the ratio of the prie de�ator for im-

ports and the prie de�ator for exports. To onstrut the real exhange rate

we obtain nominal exhange rates and onsumer prie indies from the Fed-

eral Reserve Bank of St. Louis (Federal Reserve Eonomi Data (FRED)).

Hours worked series are onstruted from the OECD-MEI ivilian employ-

ment index. �Rest of the world� aggregates are onstruted using data from

all ountries in Table 3 other than the US. Real exhange rates between the

US and this �tional ountry are omputed using trade-weighted averages,

and hours worked are population-weighted averages. Weights orrespond to

1995-2005 averages. Finally, to ompute standard deviations and orrelations

we take logarithms of eah of the series (exept for net exports, whih an

be negative) and apply a Hodrik-Presott �lter to detrend them.

Columns 2 and 3 of Table 3 report the orrelations between the terms of

trade and output and between relative onsumption and real exhange rate

for the twelve largest eonomies in the OECD between 1971 and 1998. In

most ases the orrelation between output and the terms of trade is negative

or lose to zero, while US onsumption relative to other ountries typially

rises following a drop in the real exhange rate. Columns 4-7 of Table 3 show

the same orrelations for the period 1999-2009 and the hanges experiened.

The orrelation between output and the terms of trade is now strongly pos-

itive for most ountries, exept for Canada and Mexio. The Bakus-Smith

puzzle is weaker for all but one of the twelve OECD eonomies in our sample
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Table 3: International orrelations

1971-1998 1999-2009

Country (GDP, tot) (cUS/c, RER) (GDP, tot) (cUS/c, RER)

United States −0.24 N/A 0.54 [+0.78] N/A N/A

Japan −0.11 0.26 0.77 [+0.88] 0.33 [+0.07]
Germany −0.07 −0.15 0.66 [+0.73] 0.09 [+0.24]
Frane −0.06 −0.94 0.54 [+0.60] −0.45 [+0.49]
United Kingdom 0.06 −0.46 0.08 [+0.02] −0.32 [+0.14]
Italy 0.22 −0.10 0.77 [+0.55] 0.05 [+0.15]
Canada −0.00 −0.09 −0.37 [−0.37] 0.24 [+0.33]
Spain −0.05 −0.63 0.63 [+0.68] 0.27 [+0.90]
Australia 0.07 −0.22 0.30 [+0.23] −0.41 [−0.19]
Mexio −0.38 −0.61 −0.40 [−0.02] −0.61 [+0.00]
South Korea −0.36 −0.64 0.19 [+0.55] −0.60 [+0.04]
Netherlands −0.05 −0.14 0.23 [+0.28] 0.10 [+0.24]

Soure: OECD, FRED.

In brakets: Change with respet to 1971-1998 period.

(Australia).

Determine a suitable ρ

The Standard Oupational Classi�ation 2000 (SOC 2000) of the Bureau of

Labor Statistis, provides with a detailed lassi�ation of employees based on

their working tasks (See http://www.bls.gov/oes/2009/may/oes_nat.htm#11-0000).

It onsiders 821 detailed oupations and lists the tasks for every ategory.

Data is olleted annually, but the lassi�ation hanges over time. SOC

2000 �nishes in 2009. However, the hanges from the immediately previous
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year, 1999, are not dramati and we an homogenize them to ompare 2009

and 1999 (we annot laim the same for 1998 data).

After revising the de�nitions for every oupation, we onstrut two mea-

sures of quality tasks employees. We selet oupations that imply the de-

sign, reation, invention, ustomization for spei� lients or group of lients,

researh (and similar tasks) on/of produts and servies, as well as the di-

ret ontrol of quality and its improvement. We also inlude those ou-

pations involved in the enhanement of the interest of the publi on goods

and servies (i.e., marketing ativities). The �rst measure, alled broad mea-

sure, inludes 53 ategories. These ategories are: Advertising and Pro-

motions Managers, Marketing Managers, Sales Managers, Publi Relations

Managers, Engineering Managers, Computer and Information Sientists (Re-

searh), Computer Programmers, Computer Software Engineers (Applia-

tions), Computer Software Engineers (Systems Software), Arhitets, Land-

sape Arhitets, Aerospae Engineers, Agriultural Engineers, Biomedial

Engineers, Chemial Engineers, Civil Engineers, Computer Hardware Engi-

neers, Eletrial Engineers, Eletronis Engineers (Exept Computer), En-

vironmental Engineers, Health and Safety Engineers (Exept Mining Safety

Engineers and Inspetors), Industrial Engineers, Marine Engineers and Naval

Arhitets, Materials Engineers, Mehanial Engineers, Petroleum Engineers,

Engineers (All Other: Mining, Geologial and Nulear are not inluded),

Food Sientists and Tehnologists, Chemists, Materials Sientists, Market

Researh Analysts, Agriultural and Food Siene Tehniians, Commerial
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and Industrial Designers, Fashion Designers, Floral Designers, Graphi De-

signers, Interior Designers, Merhandise Displayers and Window Trimmers,

Set and Exhibit Designers, Designers (All Other), Sound Engineering Teh-

niians, Chefs and Head Cooks, First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Retail

Sales Workers, First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Non-Retail Sales Work-

ers, Advertising Sales Agents, Sales Representatives (Servies, All Other),

Sales Representatives (Wholesale and Manufaturing, Tehnial and Sien-

ti� Produts), Sales Representatives (Wholesale and Manufaturing, Exept

Tehnial and Sienti� Produts), Demonstrators and Produt Promoters,

Sales Engineers, Agriultural Inspetors, First-Line Supervisors/Managers

of Constrution Trades and Extration Workers, and First-Line Supervi-

sors/Managers of Mehanis (Installers, and Repairers). All of them together

represent a 6.57% of total employment in 2009 and a 5.74% in 1999.

The onservative measure is more restritive. It inludes 25 ategories and

it requires the appearane of the words reation, design, onversion, produt

safety, onservation, new uses, disovery, quality, marketing or advertising

in the de�nition. Moreover we are autious with a broad ategory labeled

Industrial Engineers, whih spei�es that they: �Design, develop, test, and

evaluate integrated systems for managing industrial prodution proesses in-

luding human work fators, quality ontrol, inventory ontrol, logistis and

material �ow, ost analysis, and prodution oordination.� Therefore, they

are atually involved in the enhanement and ontrol of quality and in some

design. However, the latter are not the only tasks they perform. We deided
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to inlude only 1/4 of industrial engineers in our onservative measure. The

other 24 ategories are: Advertising and Promotions Managers, Marketing

Managers, Computer and Information Sientists (Researh), Computer Pro-

grammers, Computer Software Engineers (Appliations), Computer Software

Engineers (Systems Software), Aerospae Engineers, Agriultural Engineers,

Biomedial Engineers, Chemial Engineers, Civil Engineers, Computer Hard-

ware Engineers, Eletrial Engineers, Eletronis Engineers (Exept Com-

puter), Health and Safety Engineers (Exept Mining Safety Engineers and In-

spetors), Materials Engineers, Food Sientists and Tehnologists, Materials

Sientists, Commerial and Industrial Designers, Fashion Designers, Graphi

Designers, Set and Exhibit Designers, Advertising Sales Agents and Demon-

strators and Produt Promoters. This measure implies a 2.33% and a 2.12%

of the work fore devoted to quality tasks in 2009 and 1999 respetively.

From equation 2.6 we derive ρ = 1 − lq
ly
. In the model, we only onsider

two types of labor and so we must do in the data. Therefore, due to labor

market learing,

ρ = 1−
lqI

n− lqI
.

The ratio divides total work fore in quality tasks by total employment

minus total work fore in quality tasks. This implies a ρ of 0.93 and 0.94 for

2009 and 1999 respetively, by using the broad measure; and a ρ = 0.98 for

both years by using the onservative measure.
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GHH preferenes

Ra�o (2008, 2010) shows that many of the inonsistenies between the theory

and the data stem from the low volatility of onsumption implied by the stan-

dard model. He argues that the introdution of an alternative spei�ation of

household preferenes inreases onsumption volatility, eliminating some of

the model's inonsistenies with the data. We brie�y explore this possibility.

GHH preferenes, introdued by Greenwood et al. (1988), have the property

that the marginal rate of substitution between onsumption and leisure is

independent of the onsumption level within the period. This implies that

there is no inome e�et on labor supply and therefore hours worked respond

more strongly to produtivity hanges, whih in turn generates volatility of

onsumption more in line with the data. GHH preferenes are haraterized

by the following utility funtion:

U(c, 1− n) =
[ct − λnt

µ]θ

θ
.

For this exerise we set µ = 3.3 to math a Frish elastiity of 0.43, onsis-

tent with estimates (see MClelland and Mok (2012) and Reihling and Whalen

(2012) for a disussion), and λ = 8 to math a share of hours worked of a

third. We leave all other parameters unhanged with respet to the benh-

mark model. In ontrast to Ra�o's results, GHH preferenes in our model

do not generate onsumption volatility that is loser to what is observed in

the data. This is also the ase for net exports and terms of trade (see Table
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4).
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Table 4: GHH simulation results.

Data

b

Model

Standard deviations

a

71-98 99-09 Non-adjusted Adjusted

Output 1.00 0.94 1.00 1.41
Hours 1.22 1.30 0.42 0.41
Consumption 0.84 0.67 0.54 0.94
Investment 2.81 2.72 3.11 3.28
Net exports 0.34 0.39 0.04 1.80
Terms of trade 1.78 1.17 0.19 0.27

Corr. with domesti output

Hours 0.86 0.93 0.95 0.99
Consumption 0.93 0.96 0.93 0.99
Investment 0.94 0.95 0.97 0.99
Net exports −0.41 −0.68 −0.30 0.15
Terms of trade −0.26 0.54 −0.39 0.43

Cross-ountry orrelations

Output 0.58 0.85 0.56 0.60
Hours 0.42 0.45 0.32 0.73
Consumption 0.36 0.87 0.16 0.46
Investment 0.30 0.78 0.78 0.77
Rel. onsumption-RER −0.71 −0.82 −0.88 0.96
a

Relative to the standard deviation of output for the period 1971-1998.

b

Soure: OECD and FRED.
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